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Abstract

Neumann’s principle (that the symmetry of a crystal measurement
cannot be lower than that of its point-group) is a corner- stone of crys-
tallography: were it false, then the technique of x-ray diffraction (double-
helix, DNA) might well not exist. The literature variously regards its truth
as obvious, intuitive, axiomatic or even impossible [10], without further
analysis or proof. After identifying and correcting a false lead/start, we
give a plausible proof of Neumann’s principle, using group theory and
quantum statistical mechanics.

1 Preamble

Neumann’s principle, that the symmetry of any measurable property of a crystal
cannot be lower than that of its point-group, is a cornerstone of crystallography
[7-10]. Its truth is often assumed obvious or at least plausible, with no further
analysis or proof: indeed [10] states that no proof is possible. Against this
background we give some analysis and a plausible proof, using group theory
and the fundamental postulate of statistical mechanics

2 Introduction

Consider a finite macroscopic body whose electronic Hamiltonian H has the
symmetry of point group G. Its eigenfunctions are |sαi〉, where Γ(α) is an
irreducible representation of G, i = 1, 2, .. dα labels the energy degeneracy and
s distinguishes levels with the same α: H |sαi〉 = Esα|sαi〉 [1]. The most general
quantum state |ψ〉 of the body is a superposition of its eigenfunctions |sαi〉:

|ψ〉 =
∑
sαi

asαi|sαi〉 (1)
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The body’s symmetry is that of the density of electronic matter in it, ρ = ψψ∗,
where ψ(r) = 〈r|ψ〉 is its wave function in cooordinate space r [2]. But the
symmetry of ψsαi(r) = 〈r|sαi〉 is generally lower than G: for instance, we accept
both that a hydrogen atom has spherical symmetry and that the electron density
of a p-state is less than spherical. The same applies to all point groups G: the
symmetry of a degenerate state |sαi〉 (i.e. dα > 1) is generally less than G [1].

Thus the symmetry of a general state |ψ〉, which is an arbitrary superpo-
sition of states, many of which have lower symmetry that G, is lower than its
Hamiltonian H . This last sentence is worrying since we in fact determine the
symmetry of H by experimentally observing the symmetry of the body (e.g. by
X-ray diffraction from the electron density ρ); this means that observed states
of the body have the symmetry of H , whereas the general state |ψ〉 has lower
symmetry. The actual state |ψobs〉 realised by the body must then be a special
case of the the general state |ψ〉. How does this come about? We shall show
that it is because the body is in statistical equilibrium, which is the effective
condidion of most observations.

3 Analysis

We consider that the body is in statistical equilibrium and accept the funda-
mental postulate of equal a priori probabiliities and random phases in statistical
mechanics [3]. This mean here that asαi = asα exp iφsαi where φsαi is the ran-
dom phase and ωsα = |asα|

2 is the probability of finding the body in state |sαi〉.
Now the observed density is the ensemble average value of ρ:

ρ(r) =
∑

sαis′α′i′

asαia
∗

s′α′i′〈s
′α′i′|r〉〈r|sαi〉, (2)

so its ensemble average is

ρ(r) =
∑

sαis′α′i′

asαa∗s′α′exp i[φsαi − φs′α′i′ ]ψsαi(r)ψs′α′i′(r)
∗. (3)

Since random phases mean that exp i[φsαi − φs′α′i′ ] = δss′δαα′δii′ , then

ρ(r) =
∑
sα

ωsα

∑
i

ψsαiψ
∗

sαi (4)

But there is a theorem in group theory [1] which states that

ρsα(r) =
∑
i

ψsαiψ
∗

sαi (5)

transforms as Γ(1), the unit (identical) irreducible representation of G. This
alone of the Γ(α)is invariant under all the transformations of G, and thus has
the same high symmetry as the Hamiltonian H . Thus ρ(r) =

∑
sα ωsαρsα(r)

has the same symmetry as H , which is what we wanted to show.
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4 External perturbations and time averages

We have implicity assumed until now that the Hamiltonian H of the body
is time-independent. This is not so and to this extent our analysis so far is
misleading (though conventional). The Hamiltonian is in fact H + V (t), where
V it the interaction of the body with its surroundings — the rest of the world
[2,4]. It is this time-dependent perurbation V which establishes equilibrium,
and the corresponding state is time-dependent:

|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
sαi

asαi(t)|sαi〉 (6)

Any observation of the the density ρ takes a finite time τ and we thus observe
a time average of the instantaneous density ρ(r, t):

ρ(r, t) =
1

τ

∫ t+τ

t

ρ(r, t′)dt′ (7)

We accept the common assumption (ergodic hypothesis) that time and ensemble
averages are equivalent in statistical equilibrium [3]. The fundamental postu-
late for our time regime is then asαi(t) = asα exp iφsαi(t), and this could be
produced by a V that is random and stationary. The randomness of V gives
the random phases φsαi and its stationarity gives the asα independent of time
for observations lasting τ [5,6]. Thus (7) becomes

ρ(r, t) = ρ(r) =
∑

sαis′α′i′

asαas′α′ψsαi(r)ψs′α′i′(r)
∗
1

τ

∫ t+τ

t

exp i[φsαi(t
′)−φs′α′i′(t

′)]dt′

(8)
Since the phase is random

1

τ

∫ t+τ

t

exp i[φsαi(t
′)− φs′α′i′(t

′)]dt′ = δss′δαα′δii′ (9)

and the density ρ(r) =
∑

sα ωsαρsα(r), as before.

5 Neumann’s principle

This states that the symmetry of any measurable physical property of a crystal
cannot be lower than that of the crystal point group [7-10]. The above dis-
cussion for a general macroscopic body may thus be said to be a justification
of Neumann’s principle. We remark that the statistical equilibrium is usually,
though not necessarilly, thermal: probability ωsα = e−Esα/kT /

∑
sα e

−Esα/kT .

6 Discussion

We showed in §2 that a macroscopic body in statistical equilibrium has the
symmetry of its Hamiltonian H ; this followed on acceptance of the postulate
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of equal a priori probabilities and random phases. This postulate is commonly
introduced without suggesting a physical mechanism to justify it, a justification
being that that it gives the right answers [3]. One further has the impression
that the posulate is supposed to hold for a truly isolated macroscopic body, i.e.
one with time-independent Hamiltonian H . Extrapolation from the ensemble
average of a large number of hypothetical, ’similar’, isolated bodies to the actual
behaviour of one observed body then requires an ergodic hypothesis identifying
ensemble- and time-averages.

But there is a school of thought which say that no macroscopic body can be truly
isolated from its surroundings and that the interaction V (t) is the mechanism
responsible for statistical equilibrium [2,4]: the separation between energy levels
of a macroscopic body is very small compared to the perturbation V caused by
the rest of the world, and it is this time-dependent perturbation which causes
the transitions responsible for the establishment of statistical equilibrium. They
say that it is natural to assume that V is random and stationary [2,4,5,6].

We do not wish to examine the bases of statistical mechanics, in particular
ergodic hypotheses. The proof in §2 is not modified by §3, which offers a mech-
anism making the fundamental postulate plausible. Sections §2 and §3 show that
a macroscopic body has the symmetry of its Hamiltonian regardless of whether
one believes it to be isolated and governed by the fundamental postulate or to
be necessarily in interaction with the rest of the world.
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